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I. ABSTRACT
The Memento project focuses on providing Android phone users with a
new alternative to capture memories. Its main purpose is to create an application
that stores pictures and data on an Android phone. Users can view these saved
entries for later use to recall what they have done in the past or show to others.
The initial idea for this project stemmed from a personal interest in both
scrapbooks and popular microblog services. The application aims to provide a
new service that is currently not offered in the Android Market.
In order to create this application, there are two main stages of design.
The first stage is the creation of a user interface. The user interface will be made
up of several screens containing different options that users can select. Users
will choose the appropriate option in order to utilize the functions of the
application that they want to do. Some of these functions include taking pictures
or saving text notes. The second stage of the Memento project involves
programming the code that utilizes the phone’s hardware. The code will control
the functionality of the camera or global positioning system as well as link the
user interfaces to their corresponding functions.
The testing of this application will be conducted through a combination of
developer tests and stress testing from end users. During the developer tests,
the user interfaces will be tested with a virtual Android emulator provided by the
Android software development kit. In order to test the hardware functionality, a
Motorola DROID will be used. As for stress testing, a group of Android users will
be testing the Memento application on their phones and providing user feedback.
By taking outside input, the test group can find bugs that may have been
overlooked during development. This helps improve the overall quality of the
application for the end product.
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II. INTRODUCTION
The following report outlines my senior project in detail for the Memento:
Personal Scrapbook Android Application. This project was started and worked on
throughout the winter and spring quarters of 2010. With the help of my faculty
advisor, Dr. Christopher Lupo, this project was completed to satisfy the
CPE461/462 requirements of the Computer Engineering curriculum. It also
provided insight and experience towards working on a project of personal interest
and the challenges that accompany it. This report will cover the objective of the
project, the stages of development, and the overall analysis of the project’s
completion.

PROBLEM SUMMARY
In today’s society, technology is a big factor on how people live their lives.
More specifically, middle age adults and the younger generation are faster to
adopt the growing trends around them such as mobile phones. If they can afford
it, then they are using it. With mobile technology at their fingertips, they are
constantly learning everyday about their phone’s features and their purpose. By
doing so they learn how to apply it to improve their daily lives. Because of this,
they create a social atmosphere connected by wireless communication (Castells
128).
As the world continues to make advances in mobile technology, the
number of Smartphone users is steadily increasing. More recently, with the
growing interest in Android hardware, many developers are beginning to create
mobile applications. However, since the Android Market is fairly new, the quantity
and quality of applications released are not as great as its Smartphone
competitors. One genre of applications that the Android Market lacks is a
personal scrapbook. With digital scrapbook websites gaining popularity for its
simple microblog posts, this type of application is nonexistent in the Android
world. The Memento project is aimed at satisfying this need for Android users. It
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will focus on setting up the foundation for this type of application that allows
users to record their every memory on their phones.

PROJECT OBJECTIVE
Over the years, the mobile phone has developed into a key device that
contributes to an individual’s identity as seen through the various options of
personalization and how they use it (Castells 129). The main goal of the
Memento project is to provide Android users with a tool that they can utilize for
their own personal use as well as provide an outlet for them to express their
creativity. The central idea of the application is to develop a scrapbook microblog
for Android devices. Originally created out of personal interest, the project hopes
to improve the possibilities of how users can use their mobile phones.
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III. ANDROID BACKGROUND
OVERVIEW
Within the last decade, mobile technology has taken giant steps forward.
Cell phones in particular have gotten smaller, faster, and are no longer solely
used to make phone calls. Nowadays they come equipped with touched screens,
standard cameras, Bluetooth, WiFi connectivity, and GPS capability. Although
these features were considered a breakthrough in the industry, Reto Meier points
out that the software developed for them was not up to par. Outside developers
could not create applications that could truly exploit the phone’s latest features.
This is due to the barrier put up by proprietary software. It excludes third-party
applications from being developed under the phone’s native software. Its
programs are closed-source and kept under legal and technical restrictions. With
the release of Android, it has opened up the doors for mobile innovation (Meier
2).
For those looking to get started in mobile applications, the Android
platform provides a great starting point. The Android developer website describes
it as a, “open-source software stack for mobile devices that includes an operating
system, middleware and key applications.” Utilizing the Java programming
language, Android delivers a powerful set of API libraries and tools that can be
used for the development of exciting and groundbreaking applications. These
API libraries allow both native and third party applications to be developed, unlike
their proprietary counterparts such as Apple’s iPhone (Meier 3).
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FEATURES
The following is a brief list of the main features that Android provides as
outlined on the Android Developer website:
Table III-1: Main Android Features
Android SDK Features
-

-

Hardware Dependent

Application framework
API libraries
o Location-based services
o Background services
o Power management
Debugger
Device Emulator
Graphics
o Custom 2D graphics
o OpenGL 3D Graphics
Integrated open source browser
Map controls
Multimedia support
Optimized Memory
Process Management
P2P support
SQLite Database
o Data Storage

-

3G
Bluetooth
EDGE
GSM
WiFi
Accelerometer
Camera
Compass
GPS

BENEFITS
By developing with Android, there are some great benefits that come with
it. The main benefit is that Android is not limited to one hardware implementation.
This is great news for manufacturers. They can create for several hardware
platforms allowing them to produce a variety of handsets at a low cost.
For developers, Android does not require any licensing, distribution, or
developing fees. With such an open environment, it hopes to attract developers
to build more applications. With development guides and resources, it invites
anyone to try it.
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COMPETITOR BREAKDOWN
In today’s society, Apple’s App Store is the main competitor of the Android
Market for all mobile applications. In Simon Hill’s article “App Store vs. Android
Market: Development Comparison,” he compares the two competitors. The
following info summaries the main points from his article.
Development Software
In order to get started on application development, a software
development kit (SDK) is needed. Apple and Google both offer a free SDK
to potential developers.

iPhone Development
There are several components that need to be fulfilled before
development on an iPhone can take place. Users must own a Mac with
the at least the Leopard OS X or higher. This is already a very costly
investment. Secondly, a $99 fee and a signed contract with Apple are
required to become a developer. Signing up ensures access to all the
resources needed to get started. After completing an application, users
must get approval from Apple before it can be distributed in the App Store.
If you wish to profit from the application, Apple will take 30% from the sale.

Android Development
On the other hand, Android can be developed on a PC or a Mac. The
emulator is provided with the SDK allowing users to test their own
applications. If a user wishes to publish their application to the Android
Market, a $25 registration fee is required. Any owner of an Android phone
can test their applications on their own device free of charge. If one does
not own an Android device, the development phones cost around $399.
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Similar to Apple, wireless carriers will take away 30% of the profit for any
Android application that you sell on the market.

Programming Language
iPhone applications are programmed using Objective C. Android
applications are created in a Java based environment.

Consumers
Apple reports over 150,000 applications in their App Store, which
completely surpasses the 20,000 applications offered in the Android
Market. However because there are fewer applications in the Android
Market, there is a better chance that an Android application would get
noticed. There is a lot more competition in the App Store.

Result
After careful review of these comparisons, it is logical for me to develop an
application for Android. The biggest factor in making that decision is that I
currently own all the necessary equipment to get started with Android
development specifically the Android phone. This saves me from spending
any money and allows me to start developing right away.
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IV. REQUIREMENTS
In order to design the application, the Memento project must adhere to the
following requirements and specifications.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Application Name
“Memento” will be the title of the featured application when it is released
into the Android Market. Because the project’s overall goal is to digitally
capture life’s moments, “Memento” is a fitting name as the data it stores is
essentially a keepsake of remembrance.

Target Audience
The application is aimed at young adults and older with the purpose of
capturing life’s precious memories. Although it is targeted for an older
crowd, people of all ages are encouraged to install the application.

Cost
Memento will be free to download in the Android Market for all users.

Easy-to-setup
The application should be easy to attain and install. By completion of this
project, the application will be readily available to consumers via the
Android Market.
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Simple functionality
The system will implement an easy to use interface. Basic self-explanatory
functions will allow users to maneuver the application with ease. Upon first
time use, the application aims to have a minimal learning curve.

Great performance
The system will work towards an error-free environment. As bugs are
found, updates will be issued and released to ensure user satisfaction.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Create Scrapbook Entries
The application’s main feature will create a scrapbook entry. Each entry
will contain the following:
-

Picture

-

Title

-

Location

-

Caption

-

Metadata Tags

-

Map View of Location

Edit Scrapbook Entries
The application will allow users to edit saved entries at any time. The
following entry details are editable:
-

Title

-

Location

-

Caption

-

Metadata Tags
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Save Entries
The application will save all entries onto the mounted hard drive of the
mobile device.

Search entries
The application will employ a search feature that will search all entries by
their metadata tags.

Camera
The application will utilize the onboard camera to take pictures. These
pictures will be used and attached to the scrapbook entries.

Global Positioning System (GPS)
The application will use the hardware’s GPS to record its location of where
the picture was taken. This information will be used to bring up a Map
View of where each scrapbook entry was made.
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V. DESIGN
USER INTERFACE PROTOTYPES
The starting point for all applications begins with its user interface. During
the design stage, prototypes are made to provide a visual of what the application
should look like to users. It will showcase what kind of layouts and frames are
expected from the application as well as the basic functions that it will utilize.
After careful review of the functional requirements, the following list contains
key interfaces that must be built and tested for the application to work:
-

Memento Home

-

Camera Preview

-

Captured Picture

-

Edit Details

-

Scrapbook Entry

MEMENTO HOME
Memento Home is the main screen of the application. It is the first activity
that users see when starting the application. To satisfy an easy to use interface,
the home screen was initially designed to have a set of four buttons as shown in
Figure V-1.
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Figure V-1: Initial Memento Home Interface
The four buttons were labeled: Capture, Scrapbook, Map, and Search
-

Capture
o initiates Camera Preview allowing users to take pictures

-

Scrapbook
o displays a list of all saved scrapbook entries

-

Map
o displays a map with an overlay of points of interest taken
from saved scrapbook entries

-

Search
o enters search mode that allows users to filter scrapbook
entries according to its assigned metadata
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However after careful consideration, this interface was not utilizing the
existing technologies that the Android API provides. By utilizing the options and
search button, the Memento Home screen was redesigned. Instead, the home
screen shows the list of existing scrapbook entries as seen in Figure V-2 below.

Figure V-2: Redesigned Memento Home Interface
-

-

Pressing the mobile’s Option button displays a menu on the bottom.
o

Pressing Capture allows users to take pictures with the Android camera

o

Pressing Add Entry allows users to create text scrapbook entries

o

Pressing Map displays the current location of the user on a map

Pressing the mobile’s Search button displays a search bar on the top of the home screen
for users to search stored scrapbook entries by their metadata tags.

-

Pressing any listed entry initiates the Scrapbook Entry activity allowing users to view the
entry,

-

Pressing and holding down any listed entry initiates a dialog asking the user if they wish
to edit or delete an entry. By continuing, the user is taken to the Edit Entry activity.
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CAMERA PREVIEW
Camera Preview is the activity that starts when users select the Capture
option. It will activate the mobile’s camera and turn the touch screen into a
viewfinder. By doing so, users can preview what they see before taking the
picture as shown in Figure V-3.

Figure V-3: Camera Preview Interface
-

Pressing the Capture button takes a picture.
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CAPTURED PICTURE
Captured Picture displays the photo taken during the Camera Preview
activity as shown in Figure V-4. Users are given the option to save or delete the
image.

Figure V-4: Captured Picture Interface
-

Pressing the Delete button deletes the picture and brings up the Camera Preview activity
again.

-

Pressing the Save button saves the picture on the hard drive and passes it to the Edit
Entry activity.
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EDIT ENTRY
Edit Entry displays editable text fields that users can use to label their
special memory. As specified in the requirements, these fields are:
-

Title

-

Caption

-

Metadata Tags

Figure V-5: Edit Entry Interface
-

Pressing the Save button saves the entry.
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SCRAPBOOK ENTRY
Scrapbook Entry displays any selected scrapbook entry as seen in Figure
V-6. Each entry contains a picture, its saved details and a map view of where the
memory was captured.

Figure V-6: Scrapbook Entry Interface
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NAVIGATION DIALOG MAP
The dialog map in Figure V-7 shows how each user interface is connected
to each other. By designing the user interfaces in such a way, all the main
features are accessible from the Memento Home screen. The dialog map
provides an initial starting point when developing the application’s activities.

Figure V-7: Navigation Dialog Map
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VI. DEVELOPMENT
The application is separated into several components. Each screen
requires key features that need to be addressed and developed. These
components include:
-

XML Files: User Interfaces

-

SQLite Database: Database that stores Scrapbook Entries

-

Camera Object: An object that utilizes the mobile’s camera

-

GPS: Finds and records the coordinates of the user’s location

-

External Storage: Saves and stores pictures on the mounted SD card.

XML Files
Similar to HTML, XML is used to build layouts for Android applications.
Each XML file contains ViewGroup and View objects as shown in Figure VI-1.
Android takes these objects starting from the top of the hierarchy tree and draws
them in order.

Figure VI-1: XML View Hierarchy Tree
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The following XML files are used to create the user interfaces of Memento.
Table VI-1: List of Memento XML Files
LAYOUT
- camera_preview.xml
- captured_picture.xml
- edit_entry.xml
- entry_rows.xml
- main.xml
- map.xml
- splash.xml
- view_entry.xml

layout for the Camera Preview activity
layout for the Captured Picture activity
layout for the Edit Entry activity
sub-layout to display the scrapbook entries in a list
layout for the List Entries activity
layout for the Show Map activity
layout for the Splash intro
layout for the View Entry activity

MENU
- main.xml

displays the options menu with their icons

VALUES
- strings.xml

stores all strings that are retrieved in the application

SQLite DATABASE
In order to store the scrapbook entries, an SQLite database was created.
By using a database, Memento can perform several SQL commands such as
creating or deleting data. For this application, each scrapbook entry stores its
title, caption, and metadata tags. Right now the database’s ability to store the
location, reference to a picture, and its map view data is currently in
development. Important information regarding the data and methods used in
Memento’s database creation can be found in Table VI-2.
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Table VI-2: Summary of Memento’s useful Database Variables and Methods
VARIABLES USED IN DATABASE CREATION
- DATABASE_NAME
- KEY_ROWID
- DATABASE_TABLE
- KEY_TITLE
- DATABASE_VERSION - KEY_CAPTION
METHODS
- createEntry
- deleteEntry
- fetchAllEntries
- fetchEntry
- updateEntry

- KEY_METADATA

creates a scrapbook entry with user inputted details
deletes a specified entry in the database
returns all scrapbook entries in the database
returns a cursor pointing to a matching entry
updates the details of an entry

CAMERA OBJECT
Originally Memento was developed utilizing the Camera Service that
Android provides. In order to use this, the CAMERA permission was added to the
Android manifest. The original camera layout described in the design section is
shown again in Figure VI-2.

Figure VI-2: Initial Design for Memento’s Camera Preview
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However after a couple of weeks, no significant progress was made on
getting the camera working. The Camera Preview activity would only work and
display the images on the touch screen for a limited time. After some use, the
application would crash and be forced to close. At one point, the source code
disabled the onboard camera. It took about a week to get that fixed which also
delayed further stages of development.
It was not until the closing week of production that I learned about the
following Android API, MediaStore.ACTION_IMAGE_CAPTURE. It is a built-in
API that can take and save camera images. It allows developers to use existing
technology to capture images using the camera as well as store and use the
photos. It allows users to use any existing camera settings and modes that
Android offers. The new design for the Camera Preview and Captured Picture is
shown in Figure VI-3 and Figure VI-4 respectively.

Figure VI-3: Updated Camera Preview Design
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Figure VI-4: Updated Captured Picture Design

GPS
For Memento, the GPS is utilized through a Geocoder and a Map-Based
activity. The Geocoder can determine a location’s map coordinates or its street
address depending on what the application entails. Memento uses reverse
geocoding to determine the street address for physical locations. However the
accuracy depends entirely on the geocoding database. This results in some
locations being untraceable. Currently the application displays the user’s current
address and a satellite map view of the location as shown in Figure VI-5. Saving
map views into the database and attaching them to their corresponding
scrapbook entries are still in development.
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Figure VI-5: Memento’s Map View

EXTERNAL STORAGE
After taking pictures with the camera, the application needs to save them
somewhere. Earlier designs of Memento saved the pictures to the SD card but
had a serious bug in it. This bug would constantly save pictures to the SD card
until it was full causing the mobile to crash. With the new use of the
MediaStore.ACTION_IMAGE_CAPTURE API, changes are currently being made
to fix this bug and save the picture correctly. Once completed, the next stage of
development will focus on associating each picture with its corresponding
scrapbook entry in the database.
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VII. EVALUATION METRICS
FUNCTIONAL CASE TESTING
The following tables list out the test cases for each Android activity.
Table VII-1: Memento Home Test Cases
TEST CASES

Pass

MEMENTO HOME
- XML layout
- lists stored scrapbook entries
- scrapbook entries can be edited
- search archived scrapbook entries via metadata tag
- back button goes to Android Home Screen
- options button displays Menu
- capture button starts Camera Preview activity
- add entry button starts Edit Entry activity
- map button starts Show Map activity

Fail

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Table VII-2: Camera Preview Test Cases
TEST CASES

Pass

CAMERA PREVIEW
- XML layout
- display show’s preview
- takes a picture

Fail

√
√
√

Table VII-3: Captured Picture Test Cases
TEST CASES
CAPTURED PICTURE
- XML layout
- displays picture taken
- delete a picture
- save a picture

Pass

Fail

√
√
√
√
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Table VII-4: Edit Entry Test Cases
TEST CASES

Pass

EDIT ENTRY
- XML layout
- displays picture
- saves Title
- saves Location
- saves Caption
- saves Metadata Tag

Fail

√
√
√
√
√
√

Table VII-5: Scrapbook Entry Test Cases
TEST CASES
SCRAPBOOK ENTRY
- XML layout
- displays Picture
- displays Map View
- displays Title
- displays Location
- displays Caption

Pass

Fail

√
√
√
√
√
√
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USER TESTING: FIRST IMPLEMENTATION STAGE
Concurrently with the development stage, a group of colleagues with
Android mobiles were given the Memento application to test. In the interest of
time, they were given a time span of two days to find any bugs or issues within
the application. Below in Table VII-6 is a list of these items found through user
testing that have yet to be fixed.
Table VII-6: Bugs/Issues found in User Testing
BUGS
- Any other applications broadcasting (ex. SMS Messaging applications) while
Memento is running may crash Memento.
- Memento saves entries that have text fields left blank
- Blank entries cannot be deleted from the list
- Picture cannot be saved to SD card correctly
- Clicking an entry starts the Edit Entry Activity, instead of the View Entry Activity
- Map View lags on finding the user’s location
- Map View sometimes does not update unless Memento is reset

USER TESTING: FINAL IMPLEMENTATION STAGE
The final implementation’s user testing was the second stage of stress
testing. It was to be conducted by the same test group of the first implementation
as outlined in the project plan. Due to delays and setbacks during the
development process, there was not enough time left on this project to begin this
stage. The stress testing is currently on hold until the code that links the pictures
and the scrapbook entries is complete.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
OVERALL EXPERIENCE
During the two quarters I spent working on my senior project, I have
gained a better understanding of doing a large-scale project from scratch. There
were many challenges I faced along the way that were both expected and
unexpected. These obstacles made the entire experience somewhat difficult yet
exciting.
From the beginning, the focus of this project was strongly based on my
personal interest in Android phones. Besides acquiring a device of my own and
using it for its intended use, I had no prior knowledge of what it took to create an
application of my own or how to program the device’s hardware. By deciding to
work alone, I put myself into a tough situation. I was solely responsible for the
completion of this project. I had to teach myself the Android system and the
technical details surrounding it. With very little help from anyone and a book and
the Internet at my fingertips, I taught myself the basics of the Android SDK over
several weeks. However, I am still no expert in the subject. I will only get better at
it by spending more time working with the code. This senior project allowed me to
brush up on my Java skills that I have not used in over three years. It also gave
me a better understanding of a field I might want to get into after I graduate.
By developing an Android application, I gained a lot of technical skills from
it. However, one of the biggest principles I felt that senior project taught me was
time management and meeting deadlines. Although I saw it coming, this project
reassured me that realistically nothing ever goes according to plan and one must
adapt to changes. These issues can range from learning a new programming
language to totally revamping a function to meet customer needs. Whatever it
may be I had to make sure I could adjust and make the necessary changes to
get the job done.
Overall, I feel that my senior project was a success. Although there are
still some improvements that need to be made before the application can be
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offered to the public, I learned and completed a fair amount during these past few
months. I was able to apply certain techniques I learned while doing my capstone
project, as well as apply principles I learned from other Cal Poly coursework such
as my human factors and software engineering classes. By doing senior project,
there is much value to take away from it. In the end, it allowed me to evaluate my
current skills as a computer engineer that I learned during my time here at Cal
Poly. Also it helped me figure out what areas I should improve on from both a
personal and technical standpoint if I wish to get better.

FUTURE WORK
Due to time constraints, there are some aspects of the project that need to
be completed still. After those are complete, there are several areas of
improvement that can be addressed.

Application Improvements
As discussed in the development section, there are three main things that
need to be completed. First the application needs to save the picture to the SD
card correctly. By successfully doing that, the picture can then be referenced on
the View Entry activity. Secondly the database needs to be updated to include
the picture and the GPS coordinates of the entry’s location. Lastly the search
button needs to be programmed so that it queries entries in the database by their
assigned metadata tags.
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Suggested Implementations
The following are suggested add-ons to be implemented in Memento.
-

Audio/Video Support
o Scrapbook entries will have support for both recording and
playback of audio and video posts.

-

SMS Messaging
o Users will have the ability to share their memories with Memento
users and exchange scrapbook entries for viewing purposes.

-

Third-Party Development
o Memento will look into utilizing social networking websites such as
Facebook or Tumblr so that their friends can also view their
scrapbook online.

-

Name Change
o Recently another Android application called Memento has been
published on the Android Market. Although it has no similarities to
the Memento application created for this project, it is ideal that this
project changes the application name before it is published to
eliminate any confusion.
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APPENDIX A: SENIOR PROJECT ANALYSIS
Project Title: Memento: Personal Scrapbook Android Application
Quarter/Year Submited: Spring Quarter / 2010
Student: Ryan Rosete
Advisor: Christopher Lupo

SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
For my senior project, I created an application for mobile Android devices.
It is a microblog application designed to simulate a digital scrapbook. Users can
take pictures and create new scrapbook entries using the application. They can
label each scrapbook entry with a title, caption, and corresponding metadata
tags. All of these details are stored in a SQLite database. The hardware utilized
for this project is the device’s built-in camera and Global Positioning System
(GPS). The camera is used to take pictures and the GPS is used to determine
the user’s location. Whenever a new scrapbook entry is created, the user’s
current location is also saved with it. Users can then view these entries for later
use and display a map view of where it took place. Users can always edit or
delete current entries and their details in the database.

PRIMARY CONSTRAINTS
The biggest challenge heading into this project was that I had no prior
knowledge working with Android devices. By choosing to do senior project alone,
I knew I was fully responsible for the success or failure of this project and it
pushed me to grow as a young developer. Using a book and several online
resources as a guide, I had to teach myself the basics of Android development.
Since the topic of Android was fairly new, there were not many places I could go
to for help besides the Internet and at times it became frustrating when I was
stuck on a problem. In addition to the learning curve, this project required me to
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refresh my Java skills. This is because Android uses a Java based environment.
With my recent coursework I have been accustomed to using C/C++, so making
the switch back to Java took some time getting used to. Since senior project is
only two quarters, I had to work on my time management skills as well. Like any
programming project, there were some problems during the implementation
stages when coding or compiling which pushed back some deadlines. These
coding problems are probably the most consistent issue I faced that made the
project difficult. Making the user interfaces was not too bad but actually linking
them to do their activity or intent was tricky. Also there were some hardware
failures with the device’s built-in camera that delayed the project until it got fixed.
This required me to adapt to the situation and figure out what the next big step
would be to move forward on the project.

ECONOMIC
For this project, there was no original startup cost I had to pay because I
already owned the necessary tools and equipment to get started. However, for
those interested in Android development, I have attached the following table that
outlines what a new Android developer needs to get.
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Table A-1: Estimated Project Costs for Android Application Development
Software Development Kit
Android SDK

$0

Personal Computer
PC/Mac

$500-$1500

Android Mobile Device (Choose only 1)
Android Development Phone

$399

Android Mobile Phone

$100-$500

Android Market
Developer Fee

$25

Total Cost

$625 - $2025

From Table A-1, it shows that it costs between $600 and $2000 to get
started with this type of project. However if the personal computer is of lower
quality, the developing environment’s performance suffers and could cause
speed and efficiency problems. For this project specifically, the Final Bill of
Materials is shown in Table A-2.
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Table A-2: Final Bill of Materials
Software Development Kit
Android SDK

$0

Android Mobile Device
Motorola DROID

$299

Android Market
Developer Fee

$25

Total Cost

$324

Originally this project was estimated to take 160 hours. This broke down to
spending 8 hours a week for two quarters. However to learn the Android system,
I had to spend a couple more hours reading and learning about it. Also the
programming and debugging phases took some time. Overall I spent around 240
hours on this project.

SUSTAINABILITY
Currently the application is still in development. Once released in the
Android Market, upgrades will be made to further improve the product based on
consumer feedback. Consumers will have the ability to report bugs, which will
then be taken into account for future updates. Time constraints would be the
main limiting factor that occurs when upgrading the design. If a bug significantly
hindered the application, consumers would want an immediate fix. This would
pressure developers to create a solution in a timely manner.
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SOCIAL AND POLITICAL
Currently there are no privacy settings built into the application. Therefore
if the mobile device was stolen, anyone can view the saved scrapbook entries
and possibly misuse them.

DEVELOPMENT
For this project, I used several new tools and techniques. To get
everything set up, I learned terminal commands to set up a bash profile on my
system. Also Android introduced me to the Eclipse IDE. Although overwhelming
at first, it proved to be a great and helpful tool while programming and debugging
my application. The Android SDK also provided me with an Android Virtual
Device Manager. By using this, I was able to grab the necessary packages that
would allow me to compile my application. Also the virtual devices were a great
alternative to test the software side of my application. When constructing the user
interfaces, I applied display design principles that I learned in my Human Factors
class. I wanted to make sure the application satisfied the goals of Human Factors
by enhancing performance and improving user satisfaction. Also the skills I
learned from my capstone project and software engineering class helped me
break down the project into smaller parts giving me a better understanding of
skills used in project management.
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Figure B-1: Estimated Project Timeline

APPENDIX B: PROJECT GANTT CHART
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Figure C-1: Memento Poster used for Senior Design Expo

APPENDIX C: CPE/CSC POSTER SESSION
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